
Make it so: Mouse
named after
Patrick Stewart 
is world’s oldest
Amouse named after “Star Trek”

actor Patrick Stewart is officially the
world’s oldest in captivity, a US zoo

has announced. Pat the Pacific pocket
mouse-the smallest species of mouse in
North America-bagged the title when he hit
nine years and 209 days on Wednesday.
Officials from the San Diego Zoo Wildlife
Alliance confirmed Pat was still going
strong on Thursday.

The tiny creature-whose longevity was
recognized by Guinness World Records-
weighs less than six grams (a fifth of an
ounce). And unlike his namesake, who as
Captain Jean-Luc Picard commanded the
Starship Enterprise, Pat the Pacific pocket
mouse is covered in hair.

The species got its name because of
pouches in its cheeks, which are used to

carry food and nesting materials. The ani-
mals are found in coastal scrublands,
dunes and riverbanks close to the Pacific
Ocean. Human encroachment left the
species struggling and it was thought to be
extinct until a tiny population was discov-
ered in 1994.

Experts at San Diego Zoo Wildlife
Alliance, whose breeding program has
helped bring the Pacific pocket mouse
back from the brink, said the little ani-
mals are vital to ecosystems because
they distribute seeds and encourage
plant growth through their digging. “This

acknowledgement is also a symbol of
appreciation for species that people
don’t know much about because they’re
not charismatic megafauna, but are just
as critical for ecosystem function,” said
Debra Shier of the wildlife alliance.
“These overlooked species can often be
found in our own backyards-like the
Pacific pocket mouse.” — AFP 

The highly anticipated video game
“Hogwarts Legacy” was met with
largely positive reviews after its

release Friday, despite some gameplay
quibbles and the controversy that has
dogged the Wizarding World’s original cre-
ator. In the game, developed by Avalanche
Software and edited by Warner Bros’
Portkey Games, players virtually explore
the “Harry Potter” universe as a student
attending the magical Hogwarts School of
Witchcraft and Wizardry in the 1800s.

The so-called open world format allows
characters to roam around inside the fic-
tional Scottish castle, attending magic
classes and casting spells as they com-
pete in quests. Even before its release,
“Hogwarts Legacy” elicited strong opinions
online, as “Harry Potter” author JK
Rowling has faced accusations of trans-
phobia for putting an emphasis on biologi-
cal sex over gender identity.

Still, review aggregator site Metacritic
awarded the release a score of 85 out of
100, based on more than 60 different crit-
ics’ opinions. Specialty video game site
IGN gave the title a nine out of 10, saying
it “absolutely nails the vibe of Hogwarts
School of Witchcraft and Wizardry” and
calling the adventure sequences “stupefy-
ingly good,” though it took away a point for
plot holes and graphics glitches.

And despite the universe’s decades of
back material to draw on, the site Gaming
Age said the game “doesn’t just bathe in
the reflected warm glow of nostalgia,” but
also offers new contributions. The site
Digital Trends, however, gave “Hogwarts
Legacy” 2.5 stars out of five, panning a
“cold and clinical” undertaking with a
design that “lacks imagination.”

Some gamers and streamers have
publicized their decision to boycott the
game in protest of Rowling’s views on
transgender rights, though the official
“Hogwarts Legacy” website says the
author was not directly involved in its cre-
ation. Writing at tech website Wired, game
reviewer Jaina Grey, who is a transgender
woman and former “Potter” fan, called the
gameplay “dated” and “lifeless.”

But Grey said her real issue with the
game is the “hurt” she feels from Rowling’s
comments about trans women. “There are
places we can’t return to. Places like
Hogwarts,” Grey said. Despite the friction
surrounding its debut, “Hogwarts Legacy”
has already logged an impressive open-
ing, topping the charts on the Steam
download platform Friday. It is available on
PlayStation 5, Xbox Series and PCs, and
is set for release on Nintendo Switch later
this year. — AFP

K-pop stars BTS drink it. It appears
in K-dramas. Fans are so dedicat-
ed to consuming it year-round

they’ve coined a new South Korean
proverb: “Even if I freeze to death, iced
Americano!” The humble coffee-shots of
espresso served over ice, topped up with
water-has become South Korea’s unoffi-
cial national drink, outselling its hot coun-
terpart even during the depths of winter,
Starbucks data shows. Office worker Lee
Ju-eun, clad in an ankle-length puffer
jacket, shivered on the pavement in
downtown Seoul as she clutched her iced
coffee during a polar Vortex cold snap in
January, when temperatures hit minus 17
degrees Celsius (1.4 degrees
Fahrenheit).

“I only drink this. Iced Americano is
easier to drink and also tastier, so I enjoy
drinking it even in winter,” she told AFP,
gingerly holding the edge of her frozen
plastic cup. “I’m cold but it’s okay. I can

endure it,” she said.
Accountant Lee Dae-hee told AFP he

drank iced Americanos exclusively
because it was a faster and more efficient
caffeine hit, essential in South Korea’s
hard-driving “ppalli-ppalli”-hurry-hurry-
work culture. “I quickly drink iced
Americano to wake up and work,” Lee
said as he tried to shield his large cup of
coffee from the driving snow while rush-
ing back to his office after lunch. “It does-
n’t make me cold because I go straight to
the office and I don’t spend much time
outside,” he said.

‘Ah-Ah’ 
South Koreans take their coffee seri-

ously. The average South Korean drinks
353 cups per year, more than double the
global average, according to a 2019
study by the Hyundai Research Institute.
Coffee culture has even spawned its own
language.

Iced Americano is known as “Ah-Ah”
and its die-hard drinkers are known as
“Eoljuka”, a contraction of a new proverb
proclaiming they’d freeze to death for
their drink. The trend has been noticed by
corporate coffee giant Starbucks Korea,
which ran an “ice challenge” promotion
where “Eoljuka” got a free size upgrade
when they ordered in late January’s sub-
zero temperatures.

Iced drinks accounted for 76 percent
of total sales at Starbucks stores in South
Korea in 2022, the company said. Even
during January’s cold snap they sold
more iced Americanos — 54 percent-than
hot ones. “People’s tendency of consum-
ing goods, food and beverages regard-
less of the weather seem to have
become a new trend,” Park Han-jo from
Starbucks Korea told AFP.

Independent coffee shops said their
data showed the same thing. Kim Bum-
soo, who owns a cafe in downtown

Seoul, said around half his coffee sales
were iced Americanos, all year round. “It
does seem that Koreans prefer cold
drinks,” Kim told AFP, adding that foreign
tourists, especially Chinese, tended to
order warm tea even in summer.
Consuming cold water and iced bever-
ages is forbidden in traditional Chinese
medicine. However, “Koreans just drink
whatever they want, regardless of
whether it’s cold or hot outside,” Kim said.

Cold noodles 
One reason Seoul office workers love

iced Americanos could be that their work-
spaces are too hot and stuffy, cafe owner
Kim said. Self-confessed “Eoljukah”
Jeong Jae-won, 30, agreed. “It’s warm
inside the office so I’m going to drink it
there,” she said. It’s not just office work-
ers who love the beverage. K-Pop
megastar Suga of BTS is frequently pho-
tographed with an iced Americano in

hand, despite telling fans he was trying to
cut back on caffeine.

Foreign K-pop fans have discussed at
length in online forums NCT Dream’s
Jaemin’s preferred version of “Ah-Ah”:
eight shots of espresso served over ice.
South Korea’s “Ah-Ah” addiction could be
linked to its cuisine, said Jang Jun-woo, a
food columnist who runs a tapas wine
bar.

Food such as the cold noodle dish
naengmyun, which is served with ice
cubes in the broth, is an integral part of
local tradition but rarely seen elsewhere.
“Even in Japan people don’t actually put
ice in their cold udon noodles,” Jang told
AFP. “The degree of cold food culture is
more extreme in Korea and that may
explain the popularity and prevalence of
iced coffee here.”—AFP
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This picture shows accountant Lee Dae-hee
drinking an iced Americano during an inter-
view with AFP on a street in Seoul.

This picture shows cafe owner Kim Bum-soo (right) making coffee drinks at his cafe in
Seoul. — AFP photos

This picture shows people holding iced Americanos during an interview with AFP on a street in
Seoul.

This undated handout image shows ‘Pat,’ a
Pacific pocket mouse fondly named after
actor Sir Patrick Stewart. — AFP photos

In this file photo British actor Sir Patrick
Stewart arrives to Paramount Star Trek Day
held at Skirball Cultural Center in Los
Angeles, California.

This undated handout image shows Debra from the San Diego Zoo Wildlife Alliance holding the Guinness World Record certificate of ‘Pat,’ a
Pacific pocket mouse fondly named after actor Sir Patrick Stewart.

Reviewers rave for ‘Hogwarts 
Legacy’ video game despite backlash

Record-breaking
Vermeer show opens
in Amsterdam

Ablockbuster exhibition of paintings
by Dutch master Johannes
Vermeer opened in Amsterdam on

Friday, boasting the largest gathering of
his works in one place. Classics such as
“Girl with a Pearl Earring” and “The
Milkmaid” are among the 28 master-
pieces on display, with galleries and pri-
vate collections from the United States to
Japan lending their prized works.

The unprecedented exhibition at the
Rijksmuseum, which runs until June 4,
has already sold more than 200,000
advance tickets, the most in the history of
the Netherlands’ national museum.
“February and March are totally sold out
and April is going fast,” a Rijksmuseum

spokesman told AFP.
Queues of visitors waiting to see the

Vermeer show formed outside the muse-
um in the Dutch capital on Friday. “We
don’t mind queueing, but I’m here to see
my favorite painting in the whole world,
the ‘Girl with the Pearl Earring’,” said
Athos Millington-Ward, 83, from the
Dutch town of Oegstgeest.

“I’ve seen her so many times on her
own in The Hague (at her usual home in
the Mauritshuis museum), but today
she’s here with all her friends.” Vermeer
is famed for his hauntingly lit domestic
scenes of 17th century Dutch life, with
the paintings themselves doing the talk-
ing as little is known of the life of the
“Sphinx of Delft”.

“This intense beauty and this moment
where time stands still, that’s something
that you really see in this show,”
Rijksmuseum Director Taco Dibbits said.
“You can only see when you’re confront-
ed with the painting by Vermeer. And
here you have it 28 times, so it’s incredi-
bly exciting,” he told AFP earlier this

week. Vermeer also painted relatively few
works, with only around 35 authenticated
ones still in existence-meaning that some
three quarters of his remaining oeuvre is
now in one place.

‘More precious than pearls’ 
Novelist Tracy Chevalier, whose 1999

book “Girl with a Pearl Earring” sparked a
Hollywood film and a wave of interest in
Vermeer, explained the enduring appeal

of the painter’s technique. “Like a curtain
sometimes literally is drawn back, but the
subjects, often women, in a domestic set-
ting are placed back from us,” Chevalier
told AFP.

“You think ‘wow’, he’s really privileged
this domestic moment and there must be
something special about it. And I think we
can relate to that.” The show’s once-in-a-
lifetime status also comes from the fact
that Vermeer’s works rarely travel due to

their age and value, and that they are the
prized possessions of many museums
around the world. Highlights also include
three works from the Frick Collection in
New York, the newly restored “Girl
Reading a Letter at the Window” from
Dresden, and “Woman Holding a
Balance” from the US capital’s National
Gallery.

Art critics have hailed the Vermeer
exhibition as a must-see. The New York
Times described it as a “show more pre-
cious than pearls”. “It will, almost surely,
go down in history as the definitive exhibi-
tion of this artist, never to be replicated,”
the US newspaper said. The Washington
Post said there will “never be another
Vermeer show as great as this one” while
Britain’s Guardian newspaper described
it as an “unmissable feast”. — AFP 

In this file photo a banner advertising 
a Vermeer show hangs outside the
Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam. — AFP


